"A CHARGED PHILOSOPHICAL NOVEL… FULL OF WIT AND MYSTERY. Memorable and sure to be one of the big novels of the season." —Kirkus Reviews (starred)

"A STAGGERING ACHIEVEMENT, one which mixes real human tragedies and historical figures with a wondrous meta-commentary on storytelling itself."
—Foreword Reviews

"THE PANORAMA OF HISTORY REFRACED THROUGH THE LENS OF EUROPE’S JEWISH COMMUNITY… breathtaking and heartbreaking in turn.”
—Library Journal

"IT IS [AN] IMPRESSIVE AND MONUMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT… firmly places Gabi Gleichmann as one of the major talents of the global literary scene.” —Upcoming4.me

"IF MÁRQUEZ’S One Hundred Years of Solitude took place in cosmopolitan Europe, or if the cast of The Arabian Nights rubbed shoulders with the greatest minds of Western civilization, then those works might resemble this magical and tragic novel.” —Jewish Book Council

"GLEICHMANN HERE MASTERFULLY SPINS OUT THE TANGLED FATES OF 17 GENERATIONS OF SPINOZAS… A supple translation of the Norwegian original conveys the cathartic force of this masterpiece.” —Booklist (starred)

"IN ITS MAMMOTH SCOPE AND ASPIRATION… LIKE NO OTHER CONTEMPORARY NOVEL. Call it, then, the humanity-besotted outpouring of a sublime and tragic jester.”
—Cynthia Ozick
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